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R: room and a pantry.

P: Your kitchen -- did it have a stove in it or did....

R: Yeah. We had a wood stove. We used wood altogether.

P: For cooking and for heating.

R: Yeah, what heat you had in the kitchen.

P: Okay. Did you have fire places in the bedrooms?

R: Yes. Well, we, well, in these two rooms we did. But in the other rooms we did not.

P: OkC., Were your chimneys built with sticks or....

R: Our chimney was built with salt rock. Some of them were built with moss and clay and

sticks. And sometimes the moss, the clay would was out, the rain, and would leave the

moss and occasionally would cause a fire. The moss would catch fire. But the house that

I grew up in, it had, the rocks were sewn out of the....

P:' Probably Suwannee Limestead.

R: Probably, yeah, probably was.

P: Okay. Your mattresses on your bed -- what were they stuffed with?

R: They were made with cotton, but they were made et home. They were hand-made.

P: Uh huh. Do you rer.ember doing that?

R: I remember, vaguely remember helping my mother some, do it. They ginned the cotton and

they brought it home and we had this, I guess cards, that we did the cotton, tried to

get all the dirt out of it and made the mattress out of it.

P: That's interesting.

R: And a fctbr'bed, each, the goal of each homemaker to have a feather bed on every bed.

That was....

P: So they would save all the feathers from chickens.

R: Well, you know the way they got the feathers, they had geese. And they took the geese

and took their feet and nailed them to a board with a staple and picked them and then

turned them lose. They did this, I guess, in the late spring. And then, you know, by

winter they would.....

P: Have a new coat.

R: ...have a new coat.

P: Wow. I never knew that.


